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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 8 Sep 2013 16.45
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

This establishment has been described many times before. Absolutely fine, but the additional kicker
with this place is the offer of cold refreshments. The room though was incredibly warm and it took a
while to cool it down, although that was not entirely achieved ultimately.

The Lady:

Taylah is a mid-30’s, tall, experienced lady. She sports a very soft 34B-C bust, which is very silky
to touch. Potentially, her best asset, for as they are not excessively large, they are natural and very
velvety. A lovely girl, but it is apparent that life and child-birth has taken a toll on the body.

The Story:

There was absolutely nothing remiss with the service which this lady provided. Everything was
provided in an amicable, soft, luxurious manner. “Experience” is the best adjective I could possibly
attribute to Taylah, for she is no rookie at this profession, or more accurately, the carnal act. Taylah
appeared to be willing to do absolutely anything and her flexibility was pleasant to see, as I
managed to contort her into some very tight positions, at her bequest that “deeper” was preferred.
An absolute plus was her DT during OWO and her lubricating spitting was also a feature that I have
not necessarily seen for some time. RO was also performed with mutual pleasure and a man can
certainly run his hands through the luscious long hair at will.
The negative features were possibly the lengthy wait at the start of the encounter. I opted for a
shower to clean up, but was kept waiting for nearly 10 minutes, although the shower took less than
5. For once, the shower was not too bad, with the temperature at a comfortable level. The lady
undressed herself before I actually initiated things. The overly warm room and some may say, the
exaggerated pretentious commentary/comments during the encounter. All of these are highly
possibly harsh criticisms of an excellent conduct by the lady, but there is food for thought for the
establishment if nothing else. This place has recently received a few negative reviews and I am of
the belief that a couple of minor adjustments, assurance of the quality of lady that they employ, and
a tight scrutiny of the punter’s feedback, will maintain the high standard that this establishment can
rightfully boast. A few ladies have passed through here as of late, which have not been of the
adequate standards, which has been previously been their considerate status. Taylah certainly
stands in the high quality and should be recommended at the highest level. Honesty and clear
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direction needs to be given with her and compliance is probably guaranteed, but the slight
blemishes on the establishment’s part should be rectified to make this an outstanding encounter.
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